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Propositions (Slellingen)

Accompanying ihc thesis

Assignment and substitution in the labour market

I) The assignment of heterogeneous workers to heterogeneous tasks results in an
output frontier that can be paramelerised by a two-level Constant Elasticity of
Substitution production function (Chapter 2 of this study).

II) The prior belief that occupational perspectives of school-leavers with vocational
education are necessarily narrower than that of school-leavers with general
education is a fallacy (Chapter 3 and 4 of this study).

HI) If two similar firms are described by Constant Elasticity of Substitution production
functions differing only by their elasticity of substitution between skilled and
unskilled labour, the firm with a higher elasticity of substitution will have a higher
labour productivity (Chapter 5 of this study).

IV) The race between technology and schooling is not necessarily lost by schooling.

V) The substitution of Wiltord for Dugarry. Tre/.eguet for Djorkaeff and Pires for
Lizara/.u. and the ensuing decisive pass and winning goals in the 2(KK) football
European championship final against Italy, illustrates perfectly (he positive effect
the ease to substitute inputs has on output.

VI) The fact that English skills are not as spread in France as they are in other member
stales of the European Union guarantees a high labour productivity in the Euro-
area.

VII) Nowadays, self-esteem and Ego are the values you can trade for with the highest
return as is shown by the 6 millions Euros payoff of Louis van Gaal's six-month
long humiliating come-back on Barcelona's Bench in the 2002-03 ftxrtball season.

VIII) If lovers act irrationally, as suggested by Pascal's famous quote: "Le coeur a ses
raisons que la raison n'admet pas," then most economists assume a loveless world.


